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Consider the following ordinary differential equation (ODE) of u(x):
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with boundary conditions

u|x=0= 5 and
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= −7.0705084

Its analytical solution is given by:

u(x) = −18e−x
(
5.09738e0.211325x − 6.37516e0.788675x + ex

)
when D = 1

Develop the symmetrical weak weighted residual form of the Galerkin method to solve this ODE
on the domain 0 ≤ x ≤ 10 using the finite element method with C0 Lagrange basis functions.

QUESTION 1: Assume that your approximate solution is designated as û.

a) Determine the symmetrical weak weighted residual formulation. Use the Galerkin method.

b) Using either index or vector notation, develop the elemental matrices and elemental right
hand side vector for any order Lagrange C0 interpolation.

c) For a generic equispaced quadratic element of length LN , develop through numerical inte-
gration the elemental matrices and right hand side load vector by using the Gauss-Legendre
interpolation method.

d) Considering D = 1, and 3, 5, 10, 20, 50 elements: Assemble the global matrix and the global
right hand side vector and solve the system of equations. Compare your results with the an-
alytical solution and compute the L2 error. Comment about the accuracy of the method as
you increase the number of elements. The L2 error is
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where M is the number of points in the point-wise comparison, fi is the exact value at the
ith point and yi is the value given by your model at the ith point.
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